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Geographical distribution of the top 100 universities from 
Shanghai ranking 2017
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Networks of the top 20 universities from English Wikipedia 
2017

University rankings are among the most important tools to 
measure academic efficiency which is nowadays a matter 
of political, economical and social importance. Different 
academic ranking approaches exist based on human 
selection rules which can favor certain cultural choices and 
preferences. In order to rank universities independently of 
any human rules, we propose the Wikipedia Ranking of 
World Universities (WRWU) [3,5] based on statistical 
analysis of networks of Wikipedia articles belonging to 
different language editions. In addition, using the reduced 
Google matrix method, we study the hidden relations 
between the English Wikipedia edition top 20 universities.

Geographical distribution of universities appearing in the 24 
top 100s universities of the 24 Wikipedia editions using 

PageRank algorithm

Top 10 World UniversitiesTop 10 World Universities
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Each Wikipedia language edition is seen as a directed 
network, containing N articles and N

l
 hyperlinks. A random 

reader jumps from an article j to an article i with the 
probability given by the Google matrix element

In order to rank universities, we first compute PageRank of 
articles in each language edition. Then, we extract articles 
devoted to universities and we form a top 100 universities 
for each edition. The more a university is important in 
several editions the more it is important in the World.       

     

Ranking of World Universities from 2017 Wikipedia Network

where

The PageRank vector P is such as GP = P. Assuming an 
infinite journey, the PageRank vector component P

i
 is 

proportional to the number of times the random reader visits 
the article i. For each Wikipedia language edition, articles 
are ranked by descending PageRank vector components.

PageRank – Google matrix [1]

Reduced Google matrix [2,4]

A N
r
 x N

r
 reduced Google matrix G(R) can be associated to 

any subset of N
r
 < < N articles

The whole information of the N x N Google matrix G is 
encoded in the N

r
 x N

r
 reduced Google matrix G(R) . The 

matrix element G
ij
(qr) characterizes the possible hidden 

directed link between article j and article i.

Wikipedia Ranking of World Universities

US west coast universities, US east coast universities, US central 
universities and British universities.
Weakest and strongest weighted links, only the four strongest links for 
each node  were plotted.

APEX
Analyse Physique des résEaux compleXes

http://perso.utinam.cnrs.fr/~lages/apex/ http://www.quantware.ups-tlse.fr/APLIGOOGLE/index.html

Geographical distribution of the top 100 universities from 
WRWU 2017 using PageRank algorithm
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